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Introductory Remarks
EVAETS

A.

GEAHAM

I'm sure you all agree with me that this is a very happy occasion, one to
which we have looked forward for nearly four years now. When General
Hospital No. 21 was alerted on Christmas Eve, 1941, few of us, I think,
realized how long it would be before the members would come back to such
an occasion as is this today. You will recall perhaps that soon after being
alerted, only a couple of weeks later—namely, on January 9, 1942, the unit
left. All of you are familiar with the splendid record it has made abroad in
North Africa, Italy, then later in France. All of us can take pride in what
you members of this unit have done. We feel that you have been superb
representatives of what we would have wished you to be. We feel that we
could not have asked for anything better than your performance and it is a
great pleasure for me to welcome you back home here today.
This is rather a long program. There are many remarks that I should
like to make, but because the program is rather long and because I know
that everybody here would be much more interested in listening to the speakers than to me, I am not going to make any extensive remarks. You will see
from the program itself, I think, sufficient testimony of the splendid record
which has been made by our representatives in the war. I shall call first on
Lt. Col. Harry Agress who will speak to us on "Blood Needs of the
Wounded."

Blood Needs of the Wounded
HAEEY AGRESS,

M.D.*

During the early months of 1944 in Italy a "reparative surgery" program
for the care of the wounded was initiated under the direction of the Surgical Consultant,** Surgeon's Office, North Africa Theater of Operations,
U. S. AEMY. The program had as its chief objectives the following:
a. Early surgery in seriously wounded orthopedic cases.
* Lt. Col., M. C, inactive reserve. Served as chief of the laboratory service,
21st General Hospital.
** Col. E. D. Churchill, whose stimulating leadership was a source of inspiration to all of us in the Medical Corps.
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b. The correction of profound disturbances in blood status in these cases
by the administration of whole blood.
c. The control and prevention of infection (especially anaerobic) by the
routine administration of penicillin.
The present report is devoted to observations of the blood phase of that
program in the 21st General Hospital. It might be pointed out that the
experience of other General Hospitals ran parallel to those reported herein.
The patients included in this report were admitted to General Hospitals
approximately five days after injury but the time elapsing between wounding and admission varied from several hours to twelve days or longer. Prior
to admission to such installations these patients had received varying
amounts of blood and plasma in medical establishments closer to the battlefield. Emphasis is placed on this time relationship and prior treatment
because these patients fall chiefly in that group which is a ready candidate
for so-called "secondary shock." Vaughan1 calls attention to the general
lack of appreciation of the need for transfusion at this period in the management of the wounded.
In order to determine the blood needs of these patients on admission to
the hospital, it was necessary to have available a method of measuring their
blood status. The method had to have the virtues of lending itself to mass
testing, of meeting certain standards of clinical accuracy and of effecting
an economy in time and materials. The copper sulfate technique of Phillips,
Van Slyke et al.2 for determining hemoglobin, hematocrit and total proteins
lent itself to fulfilling these requirements most admirably. The method was
found accurate provided exquisite attention was paid to those details of
technique recommended by the authors of the method. On admission to
the hospital every surgical patient, who appeared to have sustained previous
blood loss or who was faced with the prospect of further surgery, had such
a copper sulfate determination performed on him.
It was found that many of the patients had low blood values on admission to the hospital. Out of 4,404 patients included in this study, 64%
showed a deficit in either hemoglobin or total blood proteins or both. As
would be expected, the major number were deficient in hemoglobin, constituting 61.5% of the group. Only 11.4% of the patients had subnormal
protein concentrations (less than 6 grams %) in the blood. Since it is
generally agreed that the protein status of patients bears an important relationhsip to shock and to postoperative well-being, it was considered perhaps
worthwhile investigating these statistics further. When the percentage of
patients showing subnormal concentrations of blood proteins is plotted
against the hematocrit (or hemoglobin concentration) a most important
relationship presents itself. (See figure 1.) As the deficit in hemoglobin
becomes more marked, the percentage of patients showing a diminution in
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blood proteins rises; at a level of 40 volumes per cent in the hematocrit
only 2.3% of the patients have protein levels below 6 grams per cent, but
at a level of 30 volumes per cent in the hematocrit, 38.7% of the patients
have subnormal protein concentrations. Whipple3 has demonstrated that
the body "guards jealously the fabrication of hemoglobin and given a real
need for both plasma protein and hemoglobin, the protein flow favors hemoglobin synthesis, which under these circumstances is always produced in
more abundance than plasma proteins." If we accept this finding of
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Figure 1

Whipple's, then it becomes self-evident that the correction of the anemia
in a great percentage of our patients was imperative, if they were to be
converted from the traditionally poor surgical risks to better prospects ior
surgery. Attention is invited here to the observations of Elman4 that many
patients have approached protein depletion long before the concentration
of total proteins in the blood has become subnormal. He has also stressed
the importance of ingested protein on the status of body proteins and speaks
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of depletion of protein resulting from "acute protein starvation." What
better candidates for this state of affairs than the soldier on the battlefield ?
As yet a balanced diet for foxhole serving is to be devised. The soldier in
battle has to contend with irregularity in food intake dependent upon an
unpredictable food supply, as well as an understandably psychosomatically
whimsical gastrointestinal tract. Then following injury, there is that protein starvation inherent in the traditional management of the surgical
patient. That such starvation occurs is self-evident when one observes the
gaunt appearance of many of these patients. Lyons5 calls attention to this
nutritional depletion and states that weight losses varying from five to
thirty kilograms have been observed in wounded soldiers. Considering all
these contributing factors, as well as the loss of blood (which constitutes
an appreciable portion of the body's stores of protein) it is all the more
remarkable that not more than 11.4% of our patients have shown protein
levels below normal. Yet we must assume from these other observations
that many more than this percentage have • approached that state and are
thereby poor surgical risks. It would appear that in the therapeutic approach to these patients correction of anemia as a means of restoring more
normal blood relationships (including those of depleted proteins) is urgent.
We treated it as such and departed from tradition by giving as much blood
as was necessary to restore the hemoglobin to normal, instead of waiting
for the notoriously slow process of spontaneous hemoglobin synthesis, usually aided and abetted by foodstuffs, iron and/or (perhaps) blood in
minimal quantities. It hardly seems necessary to point out here that plasma
will not supply hemoglobin. When adequate amounts of blood were given
to satiate the hemoglobin hunger of these patients, great progress in the
direction of restoring normal physiologic relationships were noted. With
hemoglobin deficits quickly restored, the surgeons had patients who had
been transformed from poor surgical risks to excellent ones. That this was
so was attested to by the results in the operating room of this hospital,
where shock was practically non-existent after the institution of this program despite the fact that it included the performance of formidable
surgery.
The question obviously presents itself as to how much blood each patient
required. Although no hard and fast rules can be promulgated concerning
these requirements, it was our experience that 500 cc. of whole blood was
required for every increment of 3 volumes per cent deficit in hematocrit
below 45 volumes per cent in order to restore normal hemoglobin values.
These initial requirements were further modified by surgical intervention
and infection, as well as variations in fluid balance and additional bleeding.
The progress of the blood status of each patient was followed by serial
copper sulfate determinations and adjustments in the amount of blood given
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made according to the results of these follow-up studies. It was soon evident
that a revision of our previous concepts as to the amount of blood required
by these patients was in order and that the revision was in the direction
of hitherto unheard of quantities of blood. During the twelve-month period
preceding the reparative surgery program in this hospital, 213 transfusions
were given. For a similar period of time, during which the program was
in effect, 9,619 transfusions were given, despite the fact that the surgical
admissions were only one and a half times those of the previous period.
Analysis shows that 1,749 patients received 7,692 transfusions, an average
of approximately 2,150 cc. of blood per patient transfused. There were
many patients who required eight and ten transfusions and one patient who
required sixty. The figures are all the more impressive when account is
taken of the fact 'that most of these patients, especially in the seriously
wounded group, had received fairly large amounts of blood in forward
medical units.
In order to handle the large quantities of blood required by this venture,
operation of a blood bank was a prime requisite. The laboratory service
assumed complete responsibility for the functioning of the blood bank.
Enlisted laboratory technicians were used for every phase of operating the
blood bank except the administration of blood to patients. The bank was
organized on an assembly-line basis, and with this organization, it was
possible to procure, process and administer as many as 132 transfusions in
one day Avithout the utter confusion that might be anticipated. The source
of our blood was chiefly from members of the Armed Forces overseas, although some blood was flown to us from the United States by the American
Eed Cross. In the selection of donors, special attention was directed toward
the possibility of the transmission of hepatitis and malaria and measures
taken to minimize these hazards. Typing was done on glass slides, using
lyophilized commercially prepared rabbit anti-serum, and the typing read
both macroscopically and microscopically in no less than 15 minutes.
The brochure which accompanies the anti-serum states that "prompt agglutination (within y2 minute) may be seen." It is perhaps this statement
that in part accounts for the more or less universal practice of reading
these typings in a few minutes at the most. It is also this practice that
perhaps accounts for many (approximately 10%) mistypings that we encountered. These figures are in accord with those of DeGowin.6 This was
especially true in type "A" bloods.
The reaction rate encountered in one series of over 400 transfusions
carefully studied was approximately three per cent. Hemolytic reactions
associated with Eh negative sensitized recipients were encountered rarely.
One full-blown non-fatal hemolytic reaction of this kind was well established.
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Dr. Evarts A. Graham: This is, to me at least, a very gratifying report
about the use of blood. Many of us were very skeptical of the program that
the Eed Cross had about sending over large quantities of plasma. It didn't
seem sensible to some of us that plasma could in any sense make up for the
tremendous loss of blood. I think it is a splendid record, incidentally, to
have only three per cent reactions in all this large number of blood transfusions. I commend Dr. Agress, Major Edwards, and the rest of his staff for
their careful work.
I wish it would be possible to invite discussion on all of these papers, but
in view of the length of the program, I think that we can hardly afford to
have discussion of the individual papers. I am very pleased to announce to
you, however, that the Patron Saint of the Mediterranean Theater of Operations, namely Col. Edward Churchill, is here with us today and I am going
to ask him at the end of the program to make a summary discussion of all
the papers. (It was not possible to include Col. Churchill's discussion.—
Editor.)
The next presentation will be by Col. Sim Beam on Hepatitis.
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Hepatitis
JOHN

H.

WEDIG, LT. COL.,

M.C.

AND SIM

P.

BEAM, COLONEL,

M.C.

The greatest loss of time from duty overseas due to a medical condition,
outside of neuropsychiatric problems, was caused by hepatitis, an entity
recognized from the first month of operation in Africa.
Briefly the clinical picture is manifested by the appearance of;a fever
of apparent, undetermined etiology, ordinarily ranging between 100 to 101,
lasting for two to five days and gradually returning to normal. During
this phase there niay be nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, chills, moderate'general
malaise and anorexia. In those with fevers of lower range and shorter
duration, the patient is often returned to duty, only to become icterie:;in
seven to ten days after the febrile onset. This prodromal stage doesn't
occur in a relatively small percentage of cases, while still others maintain a
fever for seven to ten days, developing icterus without an afebrile stage.:
After the onset of the jaundice the fever rarely rises above 100 and' in
most instances there is no elevation of temperature. The icterus usually
lasts fifteen to thirty days, with variance between the extremes of ten to
sixty days. During the first week of jaundice rather severe nausea and
vomiting may occur in a few instances necessitating parenteral fluid, but
after the second to third week of this phase there is most often a ravenous
appetite with a particular craving for lean meat and a definite aversion to
anything greasy.
Convalescence is ordinarily slow, the patient having a sense of unusual
well-being while in bed, but upon being allowed up rapidly finds that he is
very weak and unable to carry on in even a limited manner. A period of
fourteen to twenty-one days of gradual and well regulated exercise is necessary before the patient can return to duty.
Physical findings consist chiefly in an enlarged tender liver which may
appear during the prodromal febrile stage and is present in over 80% of
the cases, during the icteric state. This hepatomegaly often persists for
days or weeks after the jaundice disappears. It is found that this is a poor
prognostic sign, such cases frequently relapsing if allowed to return to duty
during the persistence of this finding. The spleen is enlarged in only about
twenty-five per cent of the cases. There is a more or less generalized lymphadenopathy associated.
An extensive, cooperative investigation, was carried out in the North
African Theatre, under the direction of Col. M. H. Barker, with Col.
Perrin H. Long and Lt. Col. Tracy Mallory, as consultants.
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It was found that there was no typical blood picture of the white and
red blood cells. The urine was negative except for the presence of bile
during the icteric phase, the stools were clay colored only at the onset and
failed to reveal other findings of significance. The sedimentation rate, blood
diastase and prothrombin time were within normal limits. The serum
proteins at first were thought to be of some prognostic value in that 42%
were found to have increased globulin levels above 2.5 gms. per 100 cc.
However, this was felt not to be of sufficient significance to be noteworthy
in the final analysis. The albumin, globulin ratios were never reversed.
The serum phosphatase was found to be elevated during the icteric phase.
During the prodromal stage it was often of prognostic value, since it is
frequently found to be elevated during this time. When it didn't return to
normal with the disappearance of the jaundice, it was considered to be a
sign of continued activity and an indication for prolonged convalescence
necessitating close regulation of physical activity.
The cephalin-cholesterol flocculation test (Hangar test) was found to
be most important and served as a vital aid in the evaluation of the condition. Eeadings below 2 + /3+ were considered to be of no clinical significance. Eeadings above that were found to indicate the presence of activity
and necessitated continued care.
The hippuric acid test was disappointing and the bilirubin clearance test
was neither practical nor seemingly as promising as it was originally considered. The bromsulphthalein test was found to be the most accurate and
of the greatest value. This was used with a 5 mg./kg. dosage, with specimens taken at 30 and 60 minute intervals. Values of 10% or more retention
at the end of an hour were considered to indicate liver damage.
The pathology as determined both by liver puncture and at the postmortem table revealed an inflammation around the portal area, chiefly of
lymphocytes, with a variable quantity of histiocytes, polymorphonuclears
and eosinophiles. The bile ducts were uniformly normal without evidence
of infection. In all cases of death there was a wide-spread degeneration or
more or less complete disappearance of liver cells. No fibrosis was evident.
The etiology and epidemiology of this disease has been of maximum concern. It is now considered to be a virus infection and from investigations
made by Francis and Stokes, each of whom have been in the Italian Theatre
to study the disease, it has been found that the disease can be transmitted
in three different ways: by serum injection intravenously, spraying into the
pharynx of human volunteers, Berkfeld filtered nasal secretions of hepatitis patients and, lastly, the introduction by nasal tube, Berkfeld filtered
fecal material into the duodenum of human volunteers. The manner of
spread through the troops is certainly far from determined and the exact
identity of the virus is still not known.
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Treatment consists of bed rest and high protein, high carbohydrate diet.
During the onset of jaundice, when there is much nausea and vomiting,
the use of parenteral glucose and globulin gave excellent symptomatic results. It seemed in no way to alter the course of the disease. The enlargement and tenderness of the liver, plus the careful consideration of
the cephalin-eholesterol flocculation and bromsulphthalein tests were the
criteria used for determining the progress of-the disease. If the-patient
was allowed up too early, relapse was frequent and in any event fatigue and
inability to carry on was pronounced. Hence, it is felt that emphasis should
be placed on the fact that both physical and laboratory findings are. of
importance in determining the prognosis.
Of great interest is the definite evidence of hepatitis without jaundice.
The physical and laboratory findings are identical with those of hepatitis
with icterus and the treatment is the same. But that such a condition does
definitely exist is important to recognize.

Dr. Evarts A. Graham: I'm sure we all enjoyed very much this discussion
of Dr. Beam's on this interesting subject of hepatitis, the last word of which
by no means has yet been spoken or written. I would like to say to Dr. Beam
that you don't have to go to North Africa, Italy or France to see hepatitis
without icterus. That occurs right here in the United States of America.
I might say also that it is a source of gratification that Dr. Blman's experiments, a good many years ago, on showing the importance of protein in
combating liver damage and preventing further liver damage, have been
sustained in this way in the attack on this little understood type of hepatitis
which the American and the British Army experienced abroad. I'm sorry
but because of the length of the program I shall have to limit the presentations to about 15 minutes. Otherwise I'm afraid we'll be here too late to
take part in the festivities tonight.
The next presentation is by Major Tom Burford on the Management of
War Wounds of the Chest.
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The Management of War Wounds of
the Chest
A
MAJOR THOMAS

SUMMARY*

H.

BURFORD,

M.C., A. II. S.

Comprising approximately 10 per cent of battle wounds surviving to reach
hospital, and manifesting a potentially high mortality and complicative rate,
penetrating wounds of the chest presented a very real challenge.
That 24.05 per cent of those receiving intrathoracic wounds died, and
30 per cent developed empyema during the first World War, whereas less
than 8 per cent of the penetrating wounds of the chest who reached hospital
died, and as low as 7 per cent developed empyema during the last phase
of the war in the Mediterranean Theater is proof enough of the progress
achieved. That much of this progress was the result of the many noteworthy contributions of the period beginning with the first World War is
obvious. Progress in the main stemmed from the more precise application
of already well established principles and practices.
The modern management of the thoracic casualty as developed and utilized in this war involved a broad integrated program based on the sound
surgical principles of wound management in general. This program began
with the all-important emergency measures and extended uninterruptedly
through the entire chain of evacuation.
The thorough training of company aid men and Battalion Surgeons in
the proper emergency measures to be employed in the battle-field management of chest injuries paid large dividends. The attempt to differentiate
between sucking and non-sucking wounds as an emergency diagnosis proved
impractical and dangerous. It soon became apparent that all wounds must
be regarded as potentially sucking in variety. Much was accomplished to
clarify what constitutes a proper occlusive dressing. Vaseline gauze snugly
strapped down proved entirely satisfactory since it obviated the danger of
an open pneumothorax, allowing at the same time for the escape of air
under tension. The encouragement of cough in the patient with wet,
rattling respirations, the elevation of the head and chest to the semi-setting
position for dyspneic patients not in shock, and the application of splinting
dressings to cases of "flail" chest were all-important principles that were
seldom overlooked. "Tension" pneumothorax was infrequently unrecognized
beyond the collecting station, and Medical Officers manning these installations were alert to the necessity of prompt catheter, or needle insertion.
* Much of this material has been excerpted from a report prepared by the
author for the Surgeon General, United States Army.
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Plasma administration forward to the clearing stations was prompt, and
for the most part adequate.
Chest wounds present two critical phases. The first is immediate, and
is characterized by serious alterations in cardio-respiratory physiology. Correction must be prompt and judicious. The second phase is that of infection.
The early or initial management of the intrathoracic wound sought to
restore the deranged cardio-respiratory mechanism, and to prevent or minimize infection. The development of an effective program of chest wound
management resolved itself into a two-fold study. The first of these concerned itself with the study and application of measures which would most
effectively correct the cardio-respiratory abnormalities, and resuscitate the
severely wounded patient. The second involved the determination of the
scope and indications for major surgery in the early or initial phase. The
far sweep of surgical technical advance during the pre-war years was to be
no criterion of the applicability of that progress to the traumatic lesions
which were encountered. The limits of that applicability, and in particular
the timing and spacing of procedures had, of necessity, to be defined in the
hard school of experience.
No factor was of more importance than that of proper resuscitation.
Much was learned concerning the relationship of cardio-respiratory imbalance to shock. Chest wounds not complicated by large vessel damage, or
other wounds of significance were not characterized by severe shock. The
intrathoracic wound that did manifest severe shock, in the absence of severe
extrathoracic injury, almost invariably was found to have large vessel laceration, or massive leakage of bowel contents into the peritoneum, and/or
pleural cavity through a transdiaphragmatic wound.
The danger of pulmonary edema resulting from injudicious fluid replacement was a very real one, and the policy was to give somewhat smaller
amounts of plasma and blood to patients with wounds of the chest than
to other types. Insistence upon prompt correction of the cardio-respiratory
physiology as the first step in the resuscitation of these injuries followed
by, or cautiously accompanied by carefully supervised replacement therapy,
contributed significantly to the lowered mortality. Eestitution of the cardiorespiratory imbalance minimized the amount of fluid necessary to bring
about total physiologic equilibrum in the uncomplicated thoracic wound.
However, 50 per cent of the chest wounds in this war were complicated by
other injuries. Thus in a significant number, shock independent of the
chest damage, was a compelling entity. Shock in these cases was augmented
by the disturbances in intrathoracic physiology. These cases required a
precise plan of resuscitation in which the danger of pulmonary edema had,
of necessity, to be nicely balanced against the need for whole blood. The
particular importance of blood in chest wounds, where hypoxia was a fea-
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ture more often than not, is obvious. This was especially important since
the hypoxia, in the majority, resulted from factors other than the anemia
of blood loss.
Eecognition of the intimate relationship between chest wall pain and
tracheo-bronchial saturation led to the description of the important traumatic syndrome, "traumatic wet lung." Emphasis on the proper management of chest wall pain by novocaine intercostal nerve block, with restoration of an effective cough mechanism, greatly facilitated resuscitation, and
saved many lives. The practical disappearance of massive atelectasis as a
complication of chest injury attested to the efficacy of methods used to treat
"wet lung." Adhesive strapping was discarded as a method of treating chest
wall pain and instability.
The indications for, and the timing and spacing of major thoracotomy
in chest trauma occasioned much study and discussion. Experience soon
taught the inadvisability of early thoracotomy in the great majority of penetrating wounds of the chest. The indications for early thoracotomy may
with confidence be limited to:
1. Cases with continued intrapleural bleeding, not controlled by the chest
wall debridement.
2. Cases with evidence or even suspicion of esophageal damage.
3. Cases in which there is likelihood of diaphragmatic penetration.
4. Wounds of large bronchi, or the intrathoracic portion of the trachea.
5. Large intrapleural foreign bodies or debris readily accessible by extension of the wound.
It will be understood that numerous cases were seen in which the chest
wall defect, following adequate debridement was so extensive as to constitute
an actual thoracotomy.
Hemothorax was the most frequently observed entity associated with chest
wounds. Eighty to eighty-five per cent of penetrating wounds of the chest
had significant amounts of blood within the pleural cavity. In considerably
more than one-half of the cases seen in Field Hospitals, sufficient blood had
accumulated within the pleural cavity to make removal an urgent part of
resuscitation. Experience was vehement in condemning air replacement, and
in stressing the soundness of the policy of early, vigorous aspiration. Emphasis was placed on rapid drying of the pleura, with prompt re-expansion
of the lung, and total obliteration of pleural "dead space." In many hundreds of instances of thoracenteses, no single case of re-activated bleedingwas observed. Similarly a very large experience proved the danger of infection being introduced from without during a properly performed thoracentesis to be negligable. The amount of blood that could be withdrawn
at one sitting without untoward symptoms on the part of the patient was
often astounding. Examples of the withdrawal of 1000-1500 cc. at one time
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were too numerous to longer render tenable the old "rule-of-thumb" controlled aspirations in which pediatric amounts were not exceeded.
Clotting of blood within the pleural cavity emerged as a highly important entity. Ten per cent of cases of hemothorax clotted, both in our
forces and in the British. Approximately forty per cent of these became
infected. Demonstration of the fibroblastic membrane with pulmonary immobilization as the essential pathology of hemothorax and post-traumatic
empyema of hemothoracic origin, led to the re-application, and re-evaluation
of the operation of pulmonary decortication. Once experience had properly
clarified the indications for decortication, this procedure proved eminently
satisfactory and rendered obsolete the inadequate procedure of "clot clearance."
Studies of infected clotted hemothorax led directly to a better understanding of the problem of post-traumatic empyema. With the advent of
penicillin it became feasible to do early pulmonary decortication on cases
of massive empyema without preliminary rib-resection drainage. Over 75
per cent of cases thus treated obtained cures. No case of chronic empyema
developed, to our knowledge, in a patient that had had an adequate decortication. Decortication proved an invaluable operation, and was the procedure
of choice in:
1. Massive clotted hemothorax.
2. Massive post-traumatic empyema.
3. Impending chronic empyema.
4. Early, definite chronic empyema.
The problem of the retained intrathoracic foreign body was one of exceeding importance. Earely were they an indication for early (immediate)
thoracotomy. The policy of removing all foreign bodies of a size consistent
with ease of palpation at operation (our lower size limit was 1.5 cm.) 5-10
days after wounding in a completely stabilized patient with a dry, aerated
lung, proved increasingly sound. All of the mythology concerning retained
intrathoracic missiles will not be dispelled until careful five year follow-up
morbidity and mortality studies are made on comparable groups of operated
and non-operated cases. Coordination of the facilities of the Surgeon General's office and the Veteran's Medical Service would make such a valuable
study easily attainable.
Wounds of the thoracic esophagus were formidable lesions. Difficult to
diagnose, and troublesome to localize they presented an extremely high
initial mortality. Of those that survived to reach the base all had total,
severe empyemas. The large chronic esophago-pleural fistula with total
empyema seemed best handled by one stage pulmonary decortication with
excision of the fistula, and silk closure of the esophagus. Jejunostomy
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proved more satisfactory as a feeding and decompressive expedient than
gastrostomy.
Wounds of the heart survived in a surprising number of instances to be
hospitalized. As expected lacerations of the auricle proved much more
lethal than those of the ventricle. Three cases in the Mediterranean
Theater survived through and through wounds of the ventricle with suture
of the wounds of entry and exit. The incidence of suppurative pericarditis
was gratifyingly low. Cardiac chamber missiles, and large intravascular
metallic emboli were a very interesting group. They were, however, more
dramatic than surgically imperative.
Penetration of the diaphragm was present in 25 per cent of the cases
of penetrating wounds of the thorax. The transthoracic approach to thoracoabdominal wounds gained increasing application, particularly in left-sided
lesions. Experience in the management of these injuries resulted in a very
creditable mortality. Sizeable individual series were reported with mortality
rates as low as 20 per cent. In those cases where the combined procedure
of thoracotomy and laparotomy was required, significantly better results
were obtained when the thoracotomy preceded the laparotomy. Rare cases
were encountered in which intra-abdominal bleeding compelled priority.

Dr. Evarts A. Graham: This rather brief account by Dr. Burford of War
Wounds of the Chest in this war is a very different story from that in World
War I. However, we won't go into that old story.
The next presentation is on Wounds of the Knee Joint. Major Parker has
a bad cold and he has asked Captain Modlin to make this presentation for
him.

Compound Injuries of the Knee Joint
MAJOR JOE

M.

PAKKEE AND CAPTAIN JOHN MODLIN

Prior to the general use of penicillin, infection following knee joint
wounds was regarded as inevitable in a considerable number of cases. The
principal aim in treatment was the provision and maintenance of adequate
drainage for as long as necessary. At present, the attitude which the authors
take is that infection can be controlled and a functioning joint obtained if
the following conditions can be met: 1. Removal of all actually or potentially
devitalized tissue, and foreign material which might serve as foci of infection and reinfection. 2. Closure of the knee joint to exclude reinfection
from without, and to insure maximum concentration and effectiveness of
the local bacteriostatic agent. 3. Control of the residual infection by the
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systemic and intra-articular use of penicillin, 4. Institution of early, active
motion.
Not all infected knee joints can be salvaged, since it may be impossible
to debride adequately and yet preserve the joint; or, the soft tissue loss
may be of such magnitude that it is impossible to close the joint. Thus
in the highly shattered joint which is infected, it becomes impracticable
to attempt debridement. If the soft parts are avulsed, it may be impossible
to accomplish closure. The type of infected joint most amenable to the
therapy outlined is one with minimal fracture.
During the time that the 21st General Hospital functioned in Italy and
France, 244 penetrating and perforating wounds of the knee joint were
treated. Of these, 29 developed clinical infections of the knee joint.
CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS OF INFECTED KNEES

The campaigns in Italy and France have provided a very unusual opportunity to study the problem of suppurative arthritis of the knee and these
experiences have led us to the conclusion that generally, 3 stages or degrees
of suppuration may be seen in knee joints. All, however, unless the process
is arrested, lead to the same end, destruction of the joint surfaces. Indeed,
they are different manifestations of the same process, but all the cases
explored fall roughly into one of 3 categories. These are, the acute, the
subacute, and the chronically suppurating knee joint. Of these, the last is
by far the most subtle and is the most apt to escape diagnosis.
1. The acutely suppurating knee joint is not seen so often in war wounds,
while the subacute, suppurating joint is the one most frequently seen. The
symptoms are not as severe as in the acute type. Fever may be recorded
between 102 and 103 degrees Fahrenheit. The pulse rate is mildly accelerated. The knee is swollen and tender. Eedness and tenderness are not so
marked as in the acute, fulminating joint. There is pain on motion, which
is a very important sign. If left without treatment, the subacute joint may
develop into the acute fulminating pyoarthrosis.
2. The chronic suppurating joint is apt to escape diagnosis in that the
symptoms are low grade. Prolonged daily fever of perhaps only 99 to
99.6 degrees Fahrenheit is recorded, and there usually persists a mild
acceleration of the pulse. The knee joint is tender and painful on motion,
which is again, a most valuable sign. The wound itself fails to heal and
there is an escape of purulent material from sinuses leading to the joint
that may be slight in amount, and unless watched for, may go undetected.
GKOSS PATHOLOGY OF THE DIFFERENT STAGES

1. In the acute, septic joint, the periarticular structures are edematous
and the synovium thick and injected. Fibrin accumulations with purulent
degeneration within the joint are common. In the early, acute, suppurating
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knee joint, the menisci appear viable, but because of their lack of resistance
to infection, it is impossible to be certain of their continued viability.
2. In the subacute joint, which is usually seen and operated on somewhat later, degeneration of the menisci may be evident. This type of suppurative joint is the one commonly seen in which there are retained foreign
bodies, with articular damage. When the meniscus is devitalized, it becomes
dull, yellowish, and soft. Usually, the meniscus on the side of the wound
is the first to undergo degeneration.
3. The chronically suppurating joint is, as the name implies, an older
process but with definite progressive destruction of the most susceptible
structures within the joint. The menisci are generally found degenerated
and the areas of contact between the tibial and femoral condyles may be
in various stages of erosion with loss of the cartilaginous surfaces. The
same process may be noted between the patella and the femoral condyles.
The articular cartilage in contact with the devitalized meniscus may also
be degenerated. These various degrees of destruction were described by
Phemister in 1924.
TREATMENT OP THE INFECTED KNEE

Our primary assumption made in the treatment of infected joints is
that the joint defends itself best when a completely closed caviety. The
first goal, then, is to render the joint a closed space. Furthermore, penicillin
can be kept in the greatest concentration within the joint if the latter is
water-tight. Next, we have attempted to eliminate all dead tissue within
the joint. Thus, we have placed reliance on the inherent ability of viable
structures with adequate blood supply to resist the action of invasive bacteria, aided to some extent by penicillin. Actually, all the infected joints
seen that were the result of relatively minor injuries, had undebrided,
damaged cartilage or bone retained which was felt to be the point of origin
of the infectious process. To quote an axiom of reparative surgery, "Penicillin will not sterilize devitalized tissue." We have been impressed with
the natural resistance of undamaged knees to withstand the trauma of
exposure and exploration. It would seem that infection rarely develops in
the knee that has no devitalized tissue to serve as the nidus for infection.
The one exception to this is the joint constantly contaminated by an infected fracture site.
Once the infectious process is started however, the various structures
within the joint possess definite but different powers of resisting the necrotizing effect of suppuration. In turn, these devitalized structures sustain
and prolong the infection. Of all the structures within the joint, the
menisci are the least able to resist this necrotizing action. After the menisci,
the articular cartilage, especially where contact between condyles occurs, is
apt to necrose.
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Based on these facts, the approach to treatment of suppurating knee
joints has been directed toward excising the menisci and performing a
thorough and meticulous excision of all detached and devitalized cartilage
and bone, and removal of foreign bodies within the joint. The joint is then
closed and penicillin instilled. Both the synovium and skin are closed in
the arthrotomy incision. The details of this secondary debridement vary
somewhat in the different stages of the infected knee.
1. In the acute septic knee the menisci usually have not had time to
degenerate and it is impossible to judge their continued viability. Because
of the acuteness of the process, it has been thought wise to excise both
menisci through bipatellar incisions. Although this portion of the operation
might be classified as a prophylactic procedure, it is resorted to in an effort
to arrest established virulent infection by removing potentially devitalized
structures and such non-resistant tissues as may have already been irreparably damaged by local conditions within the joint.
2. In the subacute joint, which is usually seen and operated on somewhat
later, degeneration of the menisci may be evident. This is the type of suppurating joint that is most commonly seen when foreign bodies and devitalized articular cartilage remain within the joint. It is the type that responds
well to arthrotomy and excision of the menisci. If left untreated, the end
results are almost universally bad. If the meniscus on the side opposite
the wound appears normal, it may be left in situ. The amount of additional
trauma to the joint produced by the removal of the normal appearing
meniscus must be weighed against the danger of leaving it within the joint
to degenerate subsequently. With minor degrees of reaction within the.
joint, it seems probable that there is less danger of the viable appearing
meniscus undergoing degeneration at a later time.
3. With the increased age of the process, the mechanical difficulties of
operative intervention are increased. In chronically infected knees the areas
of incision ordinarily are marked by the presence of sinuses, arising from
either old incisions or the debrided wound. As previously stated the operative treatment must be adequate to remove all questionable tissue within
the joint. Since the menisci are generally found degenerated at this stage,
they must be excised completely. The articular cartilage must be curetted
to good bone in those areas where it is avascular and in the process of
degeneration. After the joint has reached this stage of disintegration, it
seems likely that it will never be completely painless.
FINAL EESULTS

Fifteen of the twenty-nine infected joints were explored, using as a basis
for treatment, the principles of reparative surgery outlined before. In 14
of the 15 explored patients the infectious process was eliminated by debridement, including excision of the menisci, closure of the joint, and in-
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stillation of penicillin. The one patient who did not respond to the treatment continued to suppurate because of the presence of osteomyelitis of
the femoral condyle which had never been eliminated completely. The
general principles of operative elimination of the infection within the knee
were utilized in all cases.
In conclusion, we believe that an active program designed to control and
eliminate infection in the knee joint has proven successful. Operative excision of the menisci plus debridement and closure of the joint with the
use of penicillin, has eliminated infection in 14 of the 15 patients subjected
to operation. Not all knee joints are amenable to this form of therapy, since
the fracture may be so severe as to preclude thorough debridement.
Dr. Evarts A. Graham: The next presentation is on Wound Closure with
Early Healing and Keturn to Duty, by Colonel Samuel P. Harbison, who
needs no introduction.

Secondary Closure of War Wounds with
Early Healing and Return to Duty
LT. COL. SAMUEL

P.

HARBISON

In the treatment of war casualties surgery's first duty is to return men
to action, just as it is medicine's primary concern to prevent non-effectiveness due to illness or disease. Obviously the great proportion of men returned to the line after wounding.will consist of lightly injured soldiers
upon whom necessary surgical procedures are usually not extensive. This
paper is concerned only with the wounds in which "closure" is the primary
problem.
The surgeons of this war brought one impression with them before the
work began; that by carefully dressing debrided wounds, applying antiseptics and checking the bacterial flora by culture, wounds could be closed
successfully by delayed primary or secondary closure in a fair proportion
of cases. The care, number of dressings, and length of time required for
such a procedure was undesirable but at that time seemed inescapable.
When the first casualties were received by the 21st General Hospital in
Africa it was apparent that unhealed soft tissue wounds presented a conj
siderable problem. They were all secondarily contaminated and infected;
scar was forming and the patients were developing disabilities out of proportion to the severity of the injuries. Beginning with Major Wendell
Dove's demonstration of the possibility of closing contaminated wounds
without excising granulations or skin, under the protection of chemotherapy,
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progress in the problem began to be made. But it was not until large
numbers of patients were received in the winter of 1944 in Italy that the
full possibilities were realized. These men came from the front within a
few days after debridement. In closing their wounds statistical studies were
made at the beginning to determine the relationship of good healing:—to
the use of powdered sulfa drugs in the wound locally; to the number of
preoperative dressings; to the number of days since debridement; and to
suture material and operative technique. With more experience the danger
of harm resulting from enclosing dangerous bacteria in the sutured wound
was found to be negligible. Wounds were judged grossly; cultures were
found unnecessary and misleading. A simple and very satisfactory technique evolved which was applicable in all cases and under all conditions.
Perhaps figures would best illustrate the tremendous increase in the
number of cases operated upon as the war progressed. During eleven months
in North Africa, during which there were over 11,000 surgical admissions,
only 117 closures were done; (being removed from the front, however, the
situation is not comparable to later work); during nine months in Italy
with over 8,800 surgical admissions there were 2,664 closures; during only
seven months in Prance, with 12,983 admissions, 6,033 secondary closures
were performed. And the total figures are interesting: of 33,675 surgical
admissions, 8,874 closures were done. By "closure" here is actually meant
"case," and many cases had multiple wounds. Special methods in the
operating room had to be devised in order to run large numbers of patients
through promptly; for instance, over 3,000 surgical procedures were done
during a single thirty-day period early in 1945 in Prance.
The term "secondary closure" or "delayed primary closure" of a wound
must include not only suture but also split skin grafting where necessary.
Practically, except in complicated cases, all soft tissue wounds can be
covered with skin or closed within five days of the debridement at the
front; within three weeks, in the vast majority of cases, the wounds are
healed; and after another few days up to several weeks, reconditioning will
have restored the man to fighting status.
Briefly the technique is as follows: after a. careful debridement at the
field or evacuation hospital, and a firm, immobilizing dressing consisting
of dry fine mesh gauze next to the wound, the soldier is usually ready for
evacuation within one to three days. At the general hospital, an experienced.
ward officer can adequately judge the case without removing or disturbing
the original dressing, by checking the operative notes, the appearance and
temperature of the patient. If all is well, operation is performed on the
fourth to sixth day following debridement. In the operating waiting room,
a hypodermic is administered by the enlisted personnel; the dressing or
cast is removed down to the last several layers; and any necessary shaving
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or washing is done, without disturbing the gauze adhered to the wound.
The outline of the wound appears on this gauze in most cases and if a graft
is thought necessary, a suitable donor area is shaved. In the operating
room, after induction of anesthesia (usually pentothal), the remaining
dressing is removed, revealing a clean, bright red, slightly oozing surface.
Surrounding skin is painted with an antiseptic without allowing it to reach
the wound surface and the area is draped. At this early period it is always
possible to raise the edges of the wound and separate the flaps to the extent
of the debridement by gentle, blunt teasing along fascial planes. The wound
is then closed, usually by large mattress sutures of silk, to insure apposition
of the skin. Separate fascial suture is only rarely indicated. A firm, dry
dressing is applied, preferably covered with stockinette bandage cut on the
bias, to maintain elastic pressure. A bulky dressing is for the most part
sufficient for immobilization but plaster is sometimes used for large wounds.
If a graft is necessary, the split skin is removed, and the donor area is
protected from contamination by immediate dressing. The graft is then
spread across the defect, smoothed out, and held for a few moments to allow
adherence by means of the fibrin and plasma naturally present. Dry fine
mesh is placed next to the graft and the usual careful pressure bandage applied, using cotton, gauze, or waste as bulk. In the great majority of cases
no sutures are necessary, these grafts taking in a very high proportion of
cases on the clean, dry, non-granulating beds. Following operation there
is no need to dress either graft or sutured wound for seven days unless
pain, fever, or other indication should appear. Sutures are removed at the
first dressing and physiotherapy may be begun soon after. In perfectly
clean sutured wounds no dressing is applied after removal of sutures; this
is of psychological advantage to the patient, saves gauze, and has resulted
in no recognizable trouble. Ideally, then, this reparative surgery required
but two simple dressings, and a minimum of hospitalization time.
A note on the methods of obtaining split skin grafts. They are most
easily cut with a simple graft knife or with Marck's attachment for the
Blair-Brown instrument; at least eight of our surgeons, unfamiliar with
grafting at the beginning, became completely competent after short training. Pour or five knives were included among the instruments each day
regardless of the schedule. Grafts required no more time than closures by
suture, and were used wherever necessary for coverage or avoidance of
undue tension. The use of the dermatome for this purpose would have
increased the time and trouble for grafting to the point of absolute impracticability. Furthermore, for the uninitiated, although the vernier on
the instrument is nicely calibrated for the thickness of the cut skin, there
is no calibration table for the total thickness of the individual patient's
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hide at the particular donor site chosen; and lack of correlation between
the two has resulted in serious mishaps.
However, all wounds are not equally well debrided; and infection naturally occurs in some cases. In general, three procedures are applicable to
any wound. First, if clean, it may be promptly closed on the fifth day;
second, there may be sloughing fascia or other necrotic elements accompanied by moderate or profuse discharge, in which case redebridement is
performed on the fifth day, followed by closure after about five more days;
or, thirdly, and uncommonly, the wound may show evidence of cellulitis
or induration and spreading infection. These cases are usually recognized
on the ward because of fever or pain, and consequently they are not uselessly transported to the operating room. They are treated with dressing
on the ward until infection subsides sufficiently to permit further debridement or direct closure.
Moderately severe burns are handled in the same manner. A minimum
of dressings; the use of dry fine mesh gauze instead of vaselined material,
in order to permit escape of the exudates into the bulk of the dressings; debridement under anesthesia later if slough is holding up healing or grafting; early grafting, even though it appears that spontaneous epithelialization might eventually take place.
Chemotherapy has purposely been omitted from the discussion so far.
Its importance is secondary to the surgical principles already stated, and its
efficacy cannot yet be accurately evaluated. Tests in Italy in the winter of
1944 showed that sulfa drugs used locally did not protect secondary closures,
and their use was discontinued. This has been definitely proven now by the
extensive work of Meleny and others. But the drugs were given by mouth
at the front routinely on every case, and their use was continued at the
base whenever indicated. The clinical impression is that the oral or parental
administration of these drugs is definitely beneficial. With the advent of
penicillin the sulfa compounds were displaced to a large extent. In the
class of less serious injuries under discussion here the indications for its
use were: 1) definite infection, 2) protection of large skin grafts, and 3)
where, because of the nature of the wound, gas bacillus infection was to be
feared. There is no doubt that in these categories penicillin is of great
value.
The results of the early closure of debrided war wounds may be stated
briefly, and they represent the experience of most of the hospitals. Eighty to
ninety per cent of the closures resulted in healing per primam. About ten
per cent showed some degree of exudation or partial breakdown, and a very
few broke down completely. "With regard to the danger of the procedure, one
death from edematiens infection, occurring two weeks after closure done
under penicillin protection, is all that is recorded out of over 8000 cases,
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and this case had many bizarre features which obscured the actual origin
of the infection.
From the standpoint of the soldier's return to duty the problem is not
completely solved by the above enlightened surgery. Keconditioning of
the patient is also one of the essential factors. This implies early mobilization of the involved part in bed as soon as the wound permits; getting out
of bed early; controlled exercises under supervision in accordance with the
nature and situation of the wound; physiotherapy; and last but not least,
segregation of the convalescent soldier in a reconditioning area away from
nurses, doctors, and the seriously wounded, where he may automatically
retrain his injured part by hikes, sports, and calisthenics, in a disciplined
and energetic program.
Dr. Evarts A. Graham: That talk of Sam's certainly seems to make sense.
General Hawley, I understand that they are waiting for you somewhere else.
I don't know just where, but would you mind making a few remarks before
you leave.

General Hawley's Address
It is, of course, a great pleasure for me to be here, and very stimulating
for me to be privileged to listen to these few papers. I should like nothing
better than to have been here throughout this entire program. I shall not
at this moment speak much about the 21st General Hospital. That will
be reserved until later in the day. I couldn't help thinking, as I sat here
and listened to these papers, as to what a different language these surgeons
were talking here today than what they would have talked five years ago.
What a great contribution to surgery and to medicine these people coming
back from the war are going to make; because, we found in the European
Theatre, as we started out with these new hospitals, that relatively few
people had had much experience in traumatic surgery or knew very much
about it. We had to do a great deal of training and perhaps some regimentation because, being a healthy profession, these healthy and curious
people in the profession were naturally inclined to go out and experiment. We couldn't in conscience permit much experimentation, but that
doesn't mean for a moment that we closed our eyes to advances. We
had to adhere to approved methods in the interest of the soldier and to
prohibit methods which our own consultants didn't believe to be sound. In
this country every year there is more and more traumatic surgery, more
and more people messed up with automobiles, and less and less people
messed up in industry. These improved techniques, then, in traumatic surgery will be some little salvage out of the tremendous wastage of war.
Each of these speakers that I have heard have impressed me, who never
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was much inclined toward surgery—having grown up more or less in the
laboratory—with the great importance of secondary closures. I think that
perhaps it is very difficult to say what was the most important technique
that came out of the war, but certainly the most impressive to me and
perhaps one of the most important, was secondary closure of wounds and
the practical absence of osteomyelitis. One thing that impressed me always
in going through the wards of our hospitals was the smell or rather the
absence of smell. I can remember very well in the last war how hospital
wards smelled of pus. In the only hospital ward in the European Theatre
that I ever smelt, and it smelled from a long distance, I said to the hospital
Commander and the Chief of Surgery as I went in, "What's wrong here ?"
He said, "Well, General, this is a ward full of our own wounded that we
have just recaptured from the Germans and they have been in only two
days."
There was immensely fine surgery in the General Hospitals. There was
splendid surgery done in the Evacuation and Field Hospitals, but in case
these surgeons haven't told you younger people about this, I want to tell
you. There was fine treatment, given on the battlefield, which we in the
European Theatre believed had a great deal to do in the prevention of
infection, by the magnificent company aid men that were with every platoon
of infantry—that went into action with them, that lived with them, that
slept with them and ate with them and died with them.
One of our young surgeons in an evacuation hospital, with a healthy
curiosity, began to wonder why so many of the German wounded, that we
had captured immediately, were so badly infected, and why there was so
much gas gangrene infection among the Germans and so little among our
own people. So, he questioned several thousand wounded coming through
his evacuation hospital consecutively, one after the other. He found that
the average length of time on the battlefield between receiving a wound
and getting a first aid treatment of that wound with a dressing on it was,
for the American soldier twelve minutes; for the German soldier four hours.
I think that that played a great part in the prevention of infection in our
hospitals to the rear.
And now I should just like to say this for the benefit of the young men
here in order that they carry away perhaps a little better perspective. You
remember that in the last war, in World War I, in the American Expeditionary Force, 8% of all wounded died of wounds. In the European Theatre
in this war 3.9% died of wounds. In general, I think, all the surgeons here
will agree that the wounds from shells, bombs and mines, with the increase
in explosive effect, were more terrible than in the last war. We saw worse
wounds in this war. Then, what contributed most to that reduction in the
case fatality of the wounded ? Well, you might expect us to say whole blood,
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and we used over 400,000 pints of whole blood in the European Theatre
and it played a very great part. It might have been plasma at the front,
and we estimate that we used over a million pints of reconstituted plasma;
also penicillin, sulfonamides and improved methods of evacuation. Undoubtedly these all played a part, but there is one thing of which I am convinced is the most important thing of all, and that is that the doctors are
better. The training of the doctor is so much better now than it was in
the last war; and there is no substitute for a good doctor—penicillin, blood
plasma or anything else. The greatest contribution made in the salvaging
and saving of wounded in this war has been the work of the medical schools
in this country for the past twenty-five years.
Dr. Emrts A. Graham: I am sure we have all been very much pleased to
hear the great tribute to the medical schools by General Hawley. There
isn't any doubt that the surgery of World War I did not compare to the
surgery of this war. If we should have another war soon, the Third World
War, perhaps the surgery would not be good, because I don't know where
the good surgeons are going to come from. I'll leave the answer to you.
The next speaker will be Lt. Col. Oscar Hampton.

The Management of Battle Fractures
P. HAMPTON, JR., M.C., A.U.S.*
Military surgery may be divided into three phases, Initial Surgery, Eeparative Surgery, and Eeconstructive Surgery. This classification has been
made official by The Surgeon General. These distinct phases must be appreciated for a clear understanding of this and subsequent discussions in
this symposium.
Initial Surgery, often called, loosely, the forward surgery or the debridement, is the first surgery performed on the wounded soldier. It occurs in
evacuation or field hospitals, frequently termed forward hospitals, usually
eight to 24 hours after wounding. Initial surgery is directed at the saving
of life and limb by combatting shock and the arrest of hemorrhage and at
the prevention of sepsis by the excision of dead and devitalized tissue.
Reparative Surgery is performed in the general hospitals, such as the
21st, spoken of as base hospitals, five to ten days later on the open wound
left unsutured at initial surgery. It is designed to prevent or cut short
sepsis and is directed at the apposition and healing of the severed tissues.
Reconstructive Surgery, the final phase, is a mission of the named general
hospitals in the United States, the Zone of the Interior.
Battle fractures have several distinctive features. They are always compounded from "without-in" by missiles passing through clothing, often
LT. COL. OSCAR
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* Orthopaedic Consultant, Mediterranean Theater of Operations, previously
Chief of the Orthopaedic Section, 21st General Hospital.
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soaked with the grime and mud of the battlefield. The great majority are
produced by high explosive shell fragments or high velocity missiles resulting in extensive muscle and bone damage. Clothing, wood, metallic
foreign bodies, cement and mud are frequently found buried in the depths
of the wound, far removed from their point of entry. The time lag from
wounding to initial surgery, usually more than eight and frequently exceeding 24 hours, permits the conclusion that the wounds are not merely
heavily contaminated but are heavily infected with bacteria. The fractures
are usually severely comminuted. Long incisions, often multiple, are required for adequate exposure of the devitalized tissue and the foreign material. The large, sometimes irregular, incisions must remain unsutured after
the initial surgery. These conditions, together with the muscle and bone
loss, present a picture and problem peculiar to military surgery.
The management of the battle-received fracture is definitely and uniquely
a two-stage procedure. After the initial surgery precise reduction is impracticable and, even if it were achieved, position would usually be lost
during transfer to the base hospital. Therefore, only gross deformity is
corrected. The plaster casts designed primarily as transportation splinting,
are necessarily split or bivalved as a safeguard against circulatory impairment and, therefore, displacement of the fragments is more likely. The
definitive reduction of the fracture becomes a mission of the hospital in
the base as part of reparative surgery. It is with this second or reparative
phase of the management of compound battle fractures that this discussion
is principally concerned.
The tenets of reparative surgery of compound fractures may be summarized as the excision of dead tissue when and wherever it is found, early
or late, in the forward or base area, reduction of the fractures within five
to ten days of wounding by and maintained with whatever measures are
necessary, obliteration or dependent drainage of dead space, the surgical
closure of compounding wounds and adequate effective splinting. It should
be clearly understood that these principles call for aggressive surgery in a
wound that has remained open for five to ten days or longer in the recognized presence of anaerobic and aerobic bacterial flora and perhaps in the
presence of purulent discharge, a procedure strongly advised against at the
onset of this war.
The pillars of the program were:
A. Whole blood replacement to a hematocrit level of 40 or better.
B. Penicillin Therapy, 25,000 units every three hours, intramuscularly.
C. Surgery of precision designed to achieve
1. Minimum sepsis.
2. Optimal reduction of fractures.
3. Minimal scar formation.
4. Maximum functional restoration of the extremity.
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The procedure called for thorough exposure of the five-to-ten days old
wound at its first dressing in the operating room, excision of any remaining
tags of dead tissue, cleansing of old blood clot, internal fixation on specific
indications, closure of the compounding wounds usually with drainage,
pressure dressings and perfected skeletal traction or plaster techniques.
The program was based upon the concept of reparative surgery. This
concept removes the spotlight from the bacterial flora of the wound and
places it on the gross pathology of the wound.
THE CONCEPT OP SEPARATIVE SURGERY

Wound sepsis becomes established as a result of septic decomposition of
devitalized tissue, including hematoma in dead space, rather than from
the action of bacteria on living tissue. The devitalized tissue serves as the
nutritional pabulum for the wound pathogens. If the potential pabulum
is removed and more is not created by the surgery and if living tissue is
protected from invasive infection by an effective anti-bacterial agent, the
bacterial flora of an open wound may be disregarded, wound sepsis need
not be feared and any indicated reparative procedure may be performed
under established surgical principles with the anticipation of good wound
healing. .
It is emphasized that each patient received his first dressing in the
operating room to avoid possible contamination on the ward and that the
reparative surgery was immediately performed. Therefore, when fifty or 100
patients with compound fractures arrived from forward hospitals it was
necessary for an orthopaedic staff of four to six surgeons to plan fifty or 100
major operations during the next few days.
Wound Revision. The wound and fracture site were thoroughly exposed
by gentle retraction and any retained dead tissue was excised. Complete
initial surgery was an ideal not always achieved in these complicated wounds
and moreover muscle tissue appearing viable in the forward hospital may
have necrosed in the interim. The reduction to the minimum of residual
devitalized tissue was a most important step toward the minimizing of
sepsis as it removed the pabulum for wound pathogens. It was the keystone of this plan of management.
Fracture Management.—The thorough wound visualization permitted
the adjustment of fragments under direct vision. Intervening soft parts
were removed, fragment ends caught in muscle were released, rotated and
twisted fragments were aligned. Direct visualization of the fracture and
study of the roentgenograms permitted a decision as to the preferable
method of fracture management—plaster cast, skeletal traction, internal
fixation or, on occasion, external skeletal fixation. The advantages of internal fixation are obvious. The disadvantages were periostea! stripping
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incident to the procedure as this devitalized the external cortex of bone, and
interference with coverage of all denuded bone by soft parts. Therefore,
periosteal stripping was restricted to the minimum and internal fixation
was reserved for those fractures where it offered definite advantages. It is
emphasized that optimal reduction of the fracture was the objective, not the
use of internal fixation.
The major objectives of wound closure were the coverage of exposed
bone cortex, tendon, and fascia, and the reduction of scar formation. The
sliding or advancement of flaps was often employed to gain these objectives.
Soft parts must adhere to denuded bone cortex to permit its revascularization and prevent its sequestration. An increased margin of safety was
usually obtained by drainage, preferably dependent, for a few days through
the wound or counter-incisions with dry, fine-mesh gauze or soft rubber
tissue. Only a few wounds were sutured tightly, many were sutured with
drains, and others were partially closed so as to achieve the major objectives of closure. A few were necessarily left unsutured to heal by granulation because of the character of the defect. A specific example is a large
cavity in the cancellus bone of the upper tibia with concurrent loss of skin.
During the reparative surgery, blood was given on the table to compensate for the operative loss, a factor not to be underestimated.
Postoperative Management.—Immediate adequate reduction and stabilization of the fracture was considered essential to reduce dead space, prevent the continuing trauma of fragment ends, and provide wound rest to
favor wound healing. In many cases sheet wadding and plaster casts for
immobilization of the fracture in reduction provided pressure dressings
for the control of dead space and wound oedema. When skeletal traction
was the method of choice for postoperative fracture management, the
wounds were supported by bulky dressings and elastic bandages.
Variations or adjuncts to skeletal traction methods frequently were
employed in obtaining and maintaining fracture reduction. Double skeletal
traction, a method initiated by Captain John Modlin of the 21st General
Hospital, was an exceedingly important development in the achieving and
maintaining of reduction of fractures of the lower third of the femur.
By this method traction was maintained by a wire or Steinman pin through
the upper tibia. A second wire was inserted in the supracondylar region
for vertical lift. By this method of skeletal traction, the proximal end of
the distal fragment was lifted into apposition. A fear of infection from
the nearby compounding wounds had precluded use of this method of
skeletal traction in the early days. A better understanding of wound management and the concept of reparative surgery removed this fear. In
several instances the supracondylar wire was allowed to emerge through a
compounding wound with no deleterious effect.
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Post-operatively, an hematocrit level of 40 or better was desired and
blood replacement was employed in an effort to maintain it.
Results.—Statistical data on results could not be compiled in the Theater
of Operations as many patients were transferred to the Zone of the Interior
before union of the fracture or complete healing of the wounds had occurred. However, a generalized comparison may be made with the observed results prior to the advent of reparative surgery.
It seems certain that the incidence of wound sepsis was markedly lowered.
The Surgeon General, in a discussion of a paper on traumatic osteomyelitis following battle fractures at the recent meeting of the Southern
Surgical Association attributed its low incidence in this war to the regimen
of wound management conceived by Colonel Churchill and his staff and
initiated in the Mediterranean Theater of Operations. Undoubtedly, very
important factors in this achievement were the improved initial surgery and
the precise revision of the wounds in the base as a prerequisite to the repair
of the wound. In the majority of the soldiers with battle-incurred fractures,
scar formation was minimized. Several orthopaedic surgeons in the named
general hospitals of the Zone of the Interior have stated that the outstanding advance in orthopaedic surgery in this war was the delayed closure of the
compounding wounds. Eeductions were greatly improved as the optimal
position was the objective in each fracture and inadequate reduction was not
accepted if it could be improved by operative means.
This program attempted to attain the best possible general condition of
the patient, employed systematically the best available anti-bacterial agent,
and applied sound surgical principles so often repeated that they may seem
trite—the excision of dead tissue, atraumatic technique using fine hemostats
and fine ligatures, the obliteration of dead space, dependent drainage, closure
of wounds without tension, pressure dressings and adequate immobilization.
It appears reasonable to state that progress has been made in the management of the war wounded with compound fractures. In 1942 this was based
upon the Truetta concept with sulfonamides and plasma as adjuvants. At
the fall of Eome, these had given way to penicillin, whole blood, and the
Churchillian concept of wound management.
Dr. Evwrts A. Graham: The last presentation will be by Lt. Col. Henry
Schwartz on Brain and Nerve Injuries.
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Brain and Nerve Injuries
LT. COL. HENRY

G.

SCHWARTZ AND CAPT. GEORGE

B.

EOULHAC

Considerable advancement in the treatment of brain and nerve injuries
was made during the recent war. Improvements in technique and therapy
were devised, and it became the practice to perform definitive surgery in
cases seen late as well as those seen early. The 21st General Hospital
participated in the changes which evolved. Change took place only after
careful consideration and critical evaluation by the surgeons themselves and
by the Theater Consultant, Col. E. D. Churchill.
This report is based upon over five hundred compound fractures of the
skull and many hundreds of peripheral nerve injuries which we saw; it
presents the conclusions which were reached with regard to the handling
of these types of wounds.
BRAIN
1

As late as 1943 , the "golden period" for definitive surgery of head
wounds was considered to be twelve hours. In warfare, this condition often
could not be met. As the war went on, our concept of a sharply limited
time interval was replaced by increasing reliance upon radical surgery. It
became common to attack late wounds with the same precise surgical
methods that always applied in early cases. The principle of delayed debridement became crystallized. The results were so satisfactory that it
was concluded that, when complete surgery was not possible in the forward area, it was best for the patient to be transported to the rear, even
if this meant considerable delay. With further experience; our first faltering steps2 in primary delayed treatment became more firm, and by the
time the Italian campaign was under way there was little difference in the
way early or late cases were treated.
Treatment of the scalp was the same whether the skull was penetrated
or not. Skin and galea were excised minimally. Enlargement of the wound
was planned so that both exposure of underlying tissue and closure of the
scalp were facilitated. Tripod or radiating incisions were not recommended.
In many cases, skin defect was so great that avoidance of tension at the
suture line was very difficult. In most instances, undermining of the scalp
was enough to effect satisfactory closure. Where loss of skin was very great,
rotation flaps were fashioned and advanced; in some instances it was necessary to cover the pericranium of the donor area with a skin graft, either
at the same sitting or after several days. The galea and skin were closed
in layers with silk without drainage. (Dressings consisted of dry fine-mesh
gauze; wounds which were sutured with any tension at all became macerated
when covered with a greasy dressing, and hence less resistant to infection.)
After scalp debridement, all loose bone fragments were then removed.
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Bone edges were enlarged and smoothed with rongeurs, until the edges of
intact dura were exposed. In late cases, slightly more extensive bone removal was necessary to be certain of getting beyond the limits of local
contamination and to permit wider excision of dural margins.
Dural edges were excised, and retractors were inserted through the opening into the mouth of the tract. Under direct vision, all pulpified brain,
clot, and indriven bone fragments were removed. The brain tract was
thoroughly inspected and cleaned out with suction. Bone fragments were
found to be responsible for the development of serious infection and their
removal was mandatory. Although metallic foreign bodies were not frequently associated with infection, there were enough instances of abscess
around them to justify their removal if readily accessible.
After debridement of the brain, and complete hemostasis, dura and scalp
were closed without drainage. In late cases, demarcation of the tract of
damaged tissue was quite sharp, and from the technical point of view,
surgery was if anything less difficult than in the first few hours after
wounding. Soft necrotic, purulent material was readily removed with
suction and the limits of healthy brain were easily recognized. Since the
involved area was grossly contaminated at this stage, thoroughness of debridement could not be overemphasized.
About three days after injury in an untreated or incompletely debrided
wound, the tract itself showed gross morphologic changes. Tough fibroblastic tissue, which appeared to grow down into the walls of the tract
from the overlying meninges, acted almost like a collar, extending about
1 to 2 cms. beneath the surface. From this point, the tract ballooned out
and gross fibrous line of demarcation no longer existed between pulped
brain and surrounding viable tissue.
This same "bottleneck" picture might appear as late as two weeks after
injury. On the other hand, in some cases as early as the eighth day, fibroblastic proliferation had proceeded so rapidly that the entire tract was
lined with a shaggy, tough wall. At first, this type of case was treated by
open drainage. Soon, however, we became more bold and more certain of
the effectiveness of debridement, and even these cases were closed tightly.
In such instances, it was imperative that the wall be gone over millimeter
by millimeter with the sucker, and all grey exudate be removed. With careful debridement of such a tract and complete removal of all bone chips plus
primary closure, the dreaded complication of an infected cerebral fungus
became a rarity.
A word about injuries compounding the orbit and air sinuses. Free,
persistent communication between the subarachnoid space and the outside
environment had to be avoided at all costs. The dura was usually so fragmented that "classical" methods of repair used in civilian cases were not
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applicable to these large defects. After cerebral debridement, the surgeon's
ingenuity was taxed, to effect watertight dural closure. Descriptive details
of methods which we used have no place in this presentation.
Chemotherapy played a role in the treatment of brain wounds, but it
did not take the place of thorough, complete surgery. Local application of
sulfonamides did not prove helpful. Penicillin in cases of ventriculitis and
meningitis was of distinct value, as was sulfadiazine.
To illustrate almost all the principles which we have discussed, the following case report is presented. This patient suffered a mortar shell fragment wound, entering the right parietal region. X-rays demonstrated fracture of the right parietal bone, multiple indriven bone chips and a large
metallic foreign body in the midline in the region of the midbrain and
pons. Eighteen hours after injury, craniotomy was performed and the tract
in the parieto-occipital lobe was debrided down to an opening in the
tentorium. Cerebellar craniotomy was then done. The right cerebellar
hemisphere was macerated, and was partially removed. The metallic foreign
body was found in the midline resting on the rostral portion of the pons
and inferior quadrigeminal body; it was removed. Wounds were closed
tightly. In closing the parietal wound, a flap was rotated and advanced
and closure was effected under tension, which as we shall see was an error.
Seven days later, at the point of maximum tension the wound broke open
and there was leakage of ventricular fluid. Despite direct injections of
penicillin into the tract, and sulfadiazine parenterally meningitis became
progressively worse. Nine days after original operation, secondary parietal
craniotomy was performed. An abscess in the tract communicating with
the ventricle was found. This was evacuated, penicillin was instilled, and
the wound was closed without tension; this time the rotation flap was
advanced and the donor area was covered with a graft, rather than being
sutured as was done at the first operation. Following secondary operation,
he received 10,000 units of penicillin intrathecally, and was kept on sulfadiazine. The postoperative course was subsequently uneventful.
NERVES

As in the case of head wounds in the beginning, so was it found that the
treatment of peripheral nerves was antiquated. For fear of infection, it
was accepted that nerve repair should not be undertaken for many months
after wound healing occurred. The concept of wound management, with
early secondary closure of the soft parts shed a new aspect on the problem
of nerve injuries as well as on the treatment of compound fractures of
long bones. With prompt healing and the adjunctive use of chemotherapy,
it became common to undertake formal nerve repair in from three to six
weeks after injury.
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In a series of cases, severed nerve ends were examined at intervals up
to twenty-one days and it was found that the pathology consisting of inflammation of the cut ends, lasted until this time, thus preventing accurate
demarcation between healthy and damaged nerve. Hence the policy became
established of early secondary closure followed by nerve exploration
promptly after wound healing. The results of this method were most encouraging.
Again, as a corollary to a clearer concept of wound management, it was
found that secondary debridement with internal fixation of compound fractures could be carried out within the first five to fourteen days after injury. Approximately 30% of the cases of compound fracture of the humerus
at the 21st General Hospital were associated with radial nerve injury. The
importance of active and early combined therapy in such cases thus resulted
in a plan of conjoint surgery.3
The first case in which a combined attack was carried out, was operated
upon by Lt. Col. James B. Thompson, of the 9th Evacuation Hospital, and
one of us, in February 1944. Three weeks after wounding, the humerus
was fixed by two screws, without shortening; the radial nerve was freed
and mobilized. One inch of scarred nerve was resected and formal neurorrhaphy was carried out. The wound healed per priman.
A second case demonstrated the possibility of deliberate bone shortening
to compensate for loss of nerve substance. This patient was. operated upon
by Major Joe Parker, and one of us, in September, 1944. Nine days after
wounding, an oblique wound of the arm was lengthened. The radial nerve
was found to be torn for one inch. Comminuted fragments of the shaft
of the humerus were removed and the humerus was shortened about one
inch, the bone ends being fixed by a plate. After approximating the ends
of the radial nerve with a single silk suture, the wound was closed in layers.
Sixteen days later (25 days after wounding) formal nerve repair was done,
after excision of the original wound. After removal of the fibrin film which
had been used as a protective cuff, the proximal neuroma and distal glioma
were excised, making a total loss of substance of 2y2 inches, and formal
neurorrhaphy was then done. The wound was then closed with silk, and
primary healing followed. This patient's subsequent course was uncomplicated. He was seen by Lt. Col. Oscar Hampton, 5V2 months after injury;
he found the fracture solid and evidence of recovery of radial nerve function.
The question of the use of nerve grafts may be raised. It was found that,
with adequate mobilization, direct approximation could be obtained in the
vast majority of cases. To quote from Col. Glenn Spurling's recent report,4
"I am not aware that a single successful large nerve graft, whether homogenous or autogenous, is on record in the United States Army."
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Colonel Edward D. Churchill, Chief Surgical Consultant, North African Theatre,
and Colonel Lee D. Cady, Commanding
Officer, 21st General Hospital, at the dinner.
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Col. Cady, Mr. Frank Eand, Chairman,
Board of Trustees, Barnes Hospital and
Toastmaster at the dinner, and Mr. J. C.
Stearns, Dean of the Faculties, Washington University.
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General Hawley.
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The medal of the Legion of Merit is pinned on the tunic of Colonel John
P. Patton by Major General Hawley.
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Report of Barnes Hospital
For the Year Ended December 31, 1945
(Including McMillan Hospital, which is conducted by Barnes Hospital for
the McMillan Board of Washington University, and St. Louis Maternity
Hospital, which is conducted by Barnes Hospital for Washington University.)
The Trustees of Barnes Hospital have been able once more to increase the
number of patients treated. In the three units, there were 12,659 more
patient days which represents an increase of 6 per cent in hospital service
to the community for the year. The greatest contributing factor to the
progressive increase in service to the community is the loyalty of our
medical staff, nursing staff, and other personnel whose faithful and excellent work has made possible this extension of the hospitals' service.
The following is a statement of patients admitted and discharged during
the year:
Patients in hospital December 31, 1944
Patients admitted

503
20 020

Patients treated
Patients discharged

20 523
20 031

Patients remaining in hospital December 31, 1945

492

On January 1, 1945, the Trustees of Barnes Hospital assumed the direction
of St. Louis Maternity Hospital for Washington University. The 8th floor
of the building was opened for gynecological surgery patients on January
4, 1945. This increased the bed capacity by 30 beds.
The total number of hospital days was 217,572. Of that number, there
were 79,770 days of ward care rendered to indigent and semi-indigent
patients. The ward patients not only pay less than the cost of their care,
but receive medical and surgical service without charge from the faculty
of the Washington University School of Medicine. There were 10,080 days
of absolutely free service rendered to patients unable to pay anything.
McMillan Hospital is primarily for the care of patients with acute diseases
of the eye, ear, nose and throat. Medical patients suffering from acute and
sub-acute diseases and who are over the age of 14 are also admitted. There
is a small psychiatric unit for carefully selected patients. Patients who
are suffering from chronic or incurable disease or from conditions requiring custodial care are not admitted. The year 1945 marked the second full
year of operation of McMillan Hospital.
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St. Louis Maternity Hospital is primarily for maternity patients, but the
8th floor accommodates patients who require gynecological treatment.
The expenses of hospital operation and the income received during the year
1945 are as follows:
Expenses
$2,207,605.59
Income
2,011,368.82
Net Operative Deficit
Net Income from Endowment and Other Sources

\i

196,236.77
117,238.31

Net Deficit for the Year
78,998.46
The hospital receives no income from city or state.
Early in January, 1945, the Bishop of the Methodist Church presiding at
the St. Louis Conference appointed as Trustees Mr. J. Wesley McAfee and
Mr. E. E. Pershall.
The Trustees announce with regret the death of Reverend C. Wesley
Webdell who had been the Hospital Chaplain since 1923. Rugged, forthright, and thoughtless of self he gave devoted service to the hospital. He
will be long remembered. Until the appointment of a successor, Bishop
John C. Broomfield, retired, is carrying out the Chaplain's duties.
The cessation of hostilities on September 2, 1945, returned to us the
majority of our staff of doctors and nurses serving in the armed forces.
On December 11, 1945, the Washington University Medical Center gave a
dinner honoring the staff of the 21st General Hospital and other staff
members in military service. Tribute was paid to the splendid record
established by the 21st General Hospital in its four years of military
service.
The Trustees are grateful to all who contributed to the War Chest because
our allotment from United Charities through the War Chest makes it possible to furnish more service to those who are sick or injured and in reduced circumstances than otherwise would have been possible.
The following is a summary statement of the assets of Barnes Hospital as
of December 31, 1945:
Investments in Real Estate, Stocks, and Bonds
$1,591,635.15
Hospital Buildings, Grounds, and Equipment
2,012,056.19
Current and Working Assets
368,143.23
Total Assets

$3,971,834.57
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Funds are kept in the First National Bank and Mercantile-Commerce Bank
and Trust Company.
(Signed) F.C.Rand.
(Signed) A. M. Keller.
(Signed) J.S.Calfee.
(Signed) A. G. Drefs.
(Signed) A. W. Johnson.
(Signed) E. E. Pershall.
(Signed) J. W. McAfee.
Trustees of Barnes Hospital.
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Alumni News
1885
Dr. Ben Hudson has moved to 5793
Waterman Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
1895
Dr. Sandor Horwitz, was honored at
a dinner on September 18, 1945 by the
Illinois State Medical Society and the
Peoria Medical Society on attaining
fifty years in medical practice in Peoria.
He was awarded, by the Illinois State
Society, a fifty-year pin, and a plaque
concerning this attainment. This was
presented by Dr. Charles P. Blair of
Monmouth, Counselor for the Fourth
District. Dr. William Michael, '21, presented him with a scroll from the
Peoria Medical Society which included
the signatures of the officers of the Society and the members present at the
meeting.
Dr. Horwitz came to Peoria in 1895
to begin practice, the year he was graduated from the old Missouri Medical
School which later became the Washington University School of Medicine.
1906
Word was received that Colonel Ray
Mercer is now on terminal leave from
the Army and will resume practice at
510 Main Street, Quincy, Illinois on
February 5, 1946.
Colonel William H. Smith has as his
new address General Delivery, Colfax,
California.
1910
Dr. Robert Morris Hardaway commanding officer of Bushnell General
Hospital, Brigham City, Utah, has been
promoted to the rank of Brigadier General. Hardaway's brother, John B.
Hardaway, was graduated from the
School of Law in 1909. Another
brother, the late Wallace D. Hardaway,
was graduated in 1914 from the School
of Engineering. General Hardaway's
son, Robert M. Hardaway, III, was

graduated from the School of Medicine
in 1939. General Hardaway, who is a
veteran of 34 years in the Army, served
in France in World War I as assistant
surgeon of the Third Corps.
1922
Promotion of Dr. Martin Lasersohn
to vice-president of Winthrop Chemical
Company, and of Dr. Justus B. Rice to
vice-president in charge of medical research, was announced September 15,
1945 by Dr. Theodore G. Klumpp, president.
Dr. Lasersohn, who was assistant to
the president, came to Winthrop in
1930 from the Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia, on whose
faculty he had served for six years.
Born in St. Louis 48 years ago he received his B.S. from Washington University in that city and his M.D. from
its School of Medicine in 1922. Dr.
Lasersohn is a Fellow of the American
Medical Association and a member of
the Virginia State Medical Society.
Dr. Rice was a classmate ('22) of
Dr.'Lasersohn at the Washington University School of Medicine. Author or
co-author of 18 publications on malarial
and surgical subjects, Dr. Rice has
been director of the Department of
Medical Research of Winthrop since
1937. From 1932 to 1937, he was with
the Rockefeller Foundation, engaged in
malaria research in Greece, Egypt, and
India. Prior to that time he had been
medical director for American companies in Portuguese, West Africa and in
Liberia and had served in the Panama
Canal Zone. Dr. Rice recently returned
from a three-month trip to Germany,
made under the auspices of the Foreign
Economic Administration to obtain for
this country information as to developments in the field of tropical medicine.
Colonel Lee D. Cady has as his new
address 46 Hillvale Drive, St. Louis,
Missouri.
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Captain Chester H. Denny is with
the 27th Station Hospital in the Pacific.
Dr. Franklin E. Walton, assistant
dean of the School of Medicine, before
entering the Army in 1942 has been
promoted to the rank of Colonel at
Vaughn General Hospital, Hines, Illinois, where he is Chief of Surgical
Service.
1929
Dr. W. C. Finn has notified us that
his new address is 375 East Division
Street, Fond Du Lac, Wisconsin.
1930
Commander F. Glenn Irwin's new address is 566 College Avenue, Monmouth,
Oregon.
Lieutenant Colonel Virgil O. Fish,
Commander of a United States Army
Field Hospital in China, where oil
drums were converted into sinks and
where C-ration cans were used as a reflector for the lamp in the operating
room, was recently commended by the
Theatre Commander, Lieutenant General A. C. Wedemeyer. The citation
was for "discipline, military courtesy
and esprit, reported as the best the inspector general has seen in the Chinese
Theatre of Operations."
1931
Major Calvin S. Drayer announces
his return from Military Service and
his resumption of the private practice
of neurology and psychiatry. He now
has his office at the Institute of the
Pennsylvania Hospital, 111 North 49th
Street, Philadelphia 39, Pennsylvania,
1933
Dr. Lyman K. Richardson is now a
full Colonel in charge of a Station Hospital in Japan. His address is: Colonel
Lyman K. Richardson, MC, 0308070, C.
O. 161st Station Hospital, A. P. O. 718,
c/o Postmaster, San Francisco, California.
Major Carl Sloan McLemore, is
flight surgeon and head of the eye, ear,
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nose and throat department of the Dale
Mabry Field Florida Hospital.
1934
Dr. Robert Sanders Poos was recently promoted to the rank of Commander. He is senior medical officer
of the U. S. S. Providence, new cruiser
assigned to the Atlantic Fleet.
Major Edgar Humber Burford has
been discharged from the Army after
four years and four months in service,
in which he was chief urologist at
Billings General Hospital, Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana, for three
years, and in charge of urology with
the 140th General Hospital in southern
England more than a year.
Lieutenant Colonel Martin P. Hunter
has been discharged from the Army
Air Forces Medical Corps after four
and a half years' service.
Lieutenant Colonel Eugene M.
Bricker has been added to the plastic
surgery staff at Valley Forge General
Hospital, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania.
Captain John A. Bowers graduated
from the Army Air Forces School of
Aviation Medicine, Randolph Field,
Texas, on September 15. Captain
Bowers spent a tour of duty in Puerto
Rico from February 1941 to August
1943.
1935
Major Richard A. Sutter who was recently discharged from the Army after
more than three years' service has been
awarded the Bronze Star and the Meritorious Unit Plaque and Citation.
Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth V. Larsen, who received his Doctor's Degree
at Washington University Medical
School in the year 1935, and who was
division surgeon of the 91st "Powder
River" Division, has arrived in the
United States September 11. His unit
is scheduled for redeployment to the
Pacific.
The 316th Medical Battalion, under
direction of Lieutenant Colonel Larsen,
while never firing a shot against the
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enemy, closely supported the 91st Division in 281 combat-crowded days,
through the Rome-Arno River, Gothic
Line and Po Valley campaigns.
In the opening phase of the Gothic
Line Campaign, one of its companies
handled more than 223 casualties in a
single day. One regimental aid station
had to work double time for three
straight days and nights.
Evacuation of combat casualties, however, is not the only role in which the
316th Medical Battalion played the
lead. It also ran the "local hospital"
for 15,000 men. It had to fight a neverending war against disease and supervise sanitation and food handling.
Many times the battalion was under
fire from Jerry shells. At Pietramala,
for example, they were frequently
bombed and at Loiano high in the
Apennine Mountains, they were strafed
and shelled intermittently for nearly
three months.
The battalion has been awarded the
War Department's Meritorious Service
Unit Plaque for "superior performance
of duty in the accomplishment of exceptionally difficult tasks in Italy."
Colonel Larsen entered active service
January 17, 1941 at St. Louis, Missouri
and subsequently attended the Medical
Field Service School at Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania.
He has been awarded the Bronze
Star Medal for exceptionally meritorious service in support of combat operations.
Dr. Alfred W. Harris was recently
elected President of the Washington
University Alumni Club of Dallas,
Texas. Other officers are: Dr. Cleve C.
Nash, M.D. '07; and Mrs. Eugene L.
LaFoy, A.B., Washington University,
'40.
Lieutenant Commander Henry J.
Lane who has been on active duty
since June, 1942, participated in the
Iwo Jima operations.

1936
Captain Albert Kaplan of the Army
Medical Corps, has been awarded the
Bronze Star for meritorious achievement on Luzon, a dispatch from headquarters of the Twenty-fifth Infantry
Division announced. During this time
Captain Kaplan served as Company
Officer and Platoon Leader in the Clearing Company of an Infantry Division.
In this capacity, Captain Kaplan,
through untiring effort and application
of superior professional skill effectively
treated hundreds of wounded and sick
patients and returned them to duty in
a minimum of time. By virtue of a
comprehensive knowledge of his assignment he personally supervised moving
of equipment and establishing model
stations in a most rapid and efficient
manner. The constant devotion to duty
displayed by Captain Kaplan reflects
credit upon himself and the Medical
Corps and was in keeping with the
highest traditions of the military service.
1937
Lieutenant Colonel Lester E. Haentzachel has been in service since December 1940, and overseas since September, 1943.
1939
Captain Harry B. Campbell is commanding officer of a portable surgical
hospital and was awarded the Bronze
Star for his work with the unit.
Major Carl A. Brakel has been Regimental Surgeon in the 194 Glider Infantry Regiment, a part of the 17th
Division since January 1943. He was
relieved of active duty in the middle
of September. Upon return to civilian
life, Major Brakel intends to spend a
year or two in medical education.
Captain Heinz E. Cron has notified
us that his new address is Officer's Section, Fitzsimmons General Hospital,
Denver, Colorado.

MEDICAL ALUMNI QUARTERLY
1940
For heroism during the invasion of
Normandy, Captain Prank L. Davis has
been awarded the Silver Star by the
Navy. The citation states that Captain
Davis, while attached to an LST during the invasion, treated shock cases
and performed major surgery under
most difficult conditions.
Lieutenant Colonel Howard T.
Robertson who commanded the 92nd
Field Hospital, left Japan December 1,
1945. His address now is 802 Willow,
Concordia, Kansas. His classmate Captain James Growden is in Sasebo,
Kyushu, Japan now with the 118th Station Hospital.
Lieutenant Commander Joe J. Smith
is now on Sasebo Kyushu Island,
Japan.
1941
Dr. and Mrs. Frank K. Tatum have
announced the birth of a son, Craig
Kimball, on December 19, 1945, at Duke
Hospital, Durham, North Carolina.
Captain Donald M. McElroy, who is
attached to the Chief Surgeon's Office
overseas, served for 26 months with
the 16th Station Hospital in England,
and was chief surgeon of France for
nine months.
Captain William L. Topp has been
appointed depot flight surgeon at
Payne Field, Cairo, Egypt. He has
been in the Army since October, 1942.
Word has been received that Captain
John P. Lee, has been awarded the
Bronze Star Medal and a second Presidential Citation.
General Orders #103 by command of
Major General Doe and dated August
26, states:
Captain John P. Lee (0422120) Medical Corps, United States Army; For
meritorious achievement in connection
with military operations against the
enemy on Jolo Island, Sulu Archipelago, and Philippine Islands, from 9
April 1945 to 7 May 1945.
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The 2nd Presidential Citation was
for operations at Salamanca, New
Guinea in 1943.
Dr. Lee has been in the SW Pacific
area since September 1, 1942.
1942
Captain John C. Martz, has received
the Bronze Star for meritorious service
in Germany.
Captain George A. Daman is now
Chief of Orthopedics with the 92nd
Field Hospital.
March, 1943
Captain Richard W. Yore has reported to Camp Siebert, Alabama.
Captain Elmer B. Miller is in the
Medical Corps.
Captain I. W. Leibner's new address
is WDPC-A4, Fort Devens, Massachusetts.
Lieutenant Harlan I. Firminger has
as his new address the Medical Laboratory, A. P. O. 851, c/o Postmaster,
Miami, Florida.
Word was received in September
that Captain Del Roy R. Davis, was a
patient at the Walter Reed General
Hospital recuperating from a fractured
femur received in France.
Lieutenant Irvin Hertter Mattick
participated in the Iwo Jima and Okinawa campaigns.
Lieutenant (s. g.) A. A. Thurlow, Jr.
has been awarded a commendation ribbon by Admiral Kincaid for saving
lives aboard his destroyer during the
Leyte invasion.
December, 1945
Lieutenant Daniel S. Castile graduated from the Army Air Forces School
of Aviation Medicine, Randolph Field,
Texas, on September 15, 1945.
Lieutenant (j. g.) Alva C. Trueblood
has been awarded the Bronze Star
Medal for heroic action in the Philippines. As assistant medical officer at
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an advanced 7th Fleet motor torpedo
boat base, he set up an emergency hospital within a few hours after Allied
forces had established their beachhead,
and during intense enemy air attacks
treated numerous casualties.

Sin

Lieutenant Bryee H. Bondurant was
graduated from the School of Aviation
Medicine September 15, 1945 at Randolph Field, Texas.
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